Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes
October 2017
ActiveM20.dll

6.4.111

11/03/2017

I1705068

Added the ability to filter the Item Running Balance by facility.

I1709135

The item running balance report has been updated to improve result
accuracy.

I1705289

Updated ActivityLog control to have .NET OrderEntry compatibility

I1710073
I1701221

Compilation parameters added to grant more granular customization abilities
to Comments sections throughout Order Stream.
Altered Auto config to support detail commissions in a reconfigure.

I1710082

Redirected system to use a more up-to-date RoundUp function.

I1710118

Prevent the auto processor from clearing the location ID on an existing line
item if it is not specified in the sheet and is run as a result of a web
configurator

I1710104

The system will now perform validation on sales orders prior to generating
work orders to ensure work orders are not generated for on hold sales
orders.

I1709051
I1710153

Custom reports setup using the report destination details data can now be
printed when the print destination type is selected.
When running Item BOM reports, the BOM description of child items will now
be used before their Item Master description. If the BOM description is not
set, the Item Master description will be used instead.

I1710082

Redirected system to use a more up-to-date RoundUp function.

I1710073

Compilation parameters added to grant more granular customization abilities
to Comments sections throughout Order Stream.
Modified to allow launching config for first time configuration of a saved order
line. The save button is immediately enabled and the user is not prompted
for price changes until after the first save.
An adjustment has been made to ensure the system is gathering item to
master record count correctly.

ActivityLog.ocx

6.4.21

11/03/2017

AutoConfig.dll

6.4.96

11/03/2017

BatchProcessing.dll

6.4.35

11/03/2017

ClientReports.dll

6.4.65

11/06/2017

Config.dll

6.4.154

11/03/2017

I1508132

6.4.155

11/07/2017

I1711054
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CreditNote.dll

6.4.108

11/03/2017

I1709162

Added the Routing field to the detail spread.

11/03/2017

I1710146

Generating an Opportunity from a Lead will no longer be dependent on the
selection of a contact.

I1710186

Allow for certain core data such as search and profile nodes to be deleted
without the need for a sql script on data transfer

I1705068

A new field, Expected Arrival Date, has been added to the ItemsTransfer
table.
Added DivisionID to the Facilities table.
Division Facility link data has been modified to be compatible with the new
data model and the DivisionFacility table has been removed.
Removed the DivisionFacilities node from the sxSystem database.
If the ContactLog table is missing either CustomerID or ProspectID, they will
be added.
Modify EDIGroups table to allow supporting a carriage return for the segment
delimiter.
Corrected issue with custom profile nodes for AppBox not being preserved
upon data transfer
Creates a new table named AdditionalEmailAddresses that stores additional
email addresses for the records in a module. This is currently only supported
by Contacts.
Corrected duplication line issue on the Receiving Search when receiving
details are bound to sales orders.
The Item Running Balance report query has been modified to report on
Inventory Transfers.

CRM.dll

6.4.117

DataTransfer.exe

6.4.33

10/27/2017

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.207

10/19/2017

I1707108

I1708004
I1710088
6.4.208

10/27/2017

I1710186
I1610083

6.4.209

11/03/2017

I1703032
I1705068

Estimating.dll

6.4.141

11/03/2017

I1709142

I1705289

Inactive/ On Hold ship tos will now load into the combo if they are set as the
ship to for the current estimate.
A red label stating the order is inactive/on hold will appear under the address
If the user switches to an active order, the inactive/on hold order will be
removed from the selection list.
Fixed an issue where estimate will ask to recalculate prices multiple times
when changing addresses.
Compilation parameters added to grant more granular customization abilities
to Comments sections throughout Order Stream.
Performed internal code maintenance and restructuring.

I1705013

Estimate now have the ability to append new detail lines from other source.

I1710073
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6.4.141

11/03/2017

I1709162

Moved the Routing column to the right of the Revision column.

I1709118

Updated the "Invalid Interval" message for non-hourly interval types.

I1710094

Cost variables are now rounded on import instead of being converted to
integers.
Fields which could be doubles will no longer round, and importing the BOM
will no longer fail if not rebuilding.

EventAlert.dll

6.4.30

11/03/2017

ExcelBOMImport.exe

6.4.10

11/07/2017

I1710161

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.78

10/19/2017

I1710105
I1705068

6.4.79

The column list between the Inventory Transfer grid and the query that loads
the grid from the Mass Transfer sheet has been synchronized.
Added Expected Arrival Date to the Transport Information tab.

11/03/2017

I1710176

Row numbers in the Inventory Transfer spread will now match the row
number in the validation message on approval.

11/03/2017

I1709162

Locked the Routing field

I1707137

Invoice lines can now be reordered within the invoice spread.

I1708113

Corrected the grammar of a validation message

I1707196

Altered document storage to show related documents for Shipping and
Invoice details
Inactive/ On Hold ship tos will now load into the combo if they are set as the
ship to for the current estimate.
A red label stating the order is inactive/on hold will appear under the address
If the user switches to an active order, the inactive/on hold order will be
removed from the selection list.
Validation has been added to the item number column of the invoice details
grid.

Invoice.dll

6.4.128

I1709142

I1709122

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.115

11/03/2017

I1710073
I1707196

6.4.116

11/06/2017

I1711048

Compilation parameters added to grant more granular customization abilities
to Comments sections throughout Order Stream.
Altered document storage to show related documents for Shipping and
Invoice details
Enhanced the multi document storage form to show estimate as a source.

MatReq.dll
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6.4.112

11/03/2017

I1710196
I1702204

Forecasting MRP will no longer display a message when returning to MatReq
after processing items.
Based on an application preference, the vendor price list can now be used to
determine the unit cost and discount when generating material requisition.

Receiving.dll

6.4.115

11/03/2017

I1709119

I1703117

When generating a receipt from a purchase order, either through the form or
generating it externally, the Item's Rack and Bin will only be used if the
determined receipt location is the Item's master Location.
Blank records created in the Transactions spread for Service Order will now
be updated instead of ignored by Receiving documents which are linked to
the RMA.

RptDataCollection.dll

6.4.60

11/03/2017

I1706087

The work order pick list report has been updated to prevent the right side
border from being cut off.

I1710153

When running Item BOM reports, the BOM description of child items will now
be used before their Item Master description. If the BOM description is not
set, the Item Master description will be used instead.
The Item Running Balance report has been modified to display Inventory
Transfer quantities whose status is In-Transit.

RptInventory.dll

6.4.51

11/06/2017

I1705068

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.177

11/03/2017

I1702204

I1709162

Based on an application preference, the vendor price list can now be used to
determine the unit cost and discount when generating material requisition.
Modified to adjust the function that generate the lot/serial numbers to take
into account the quantity already completed. Note that these changes are
applicable only to clients using the new work order lot/serial functionality.
Added functionality to test detail dates for valid date formats, and provide a
warning if they were invalid.
Set the Routing field in the spread to be visible

I1705013

Corrected a logic flaw that could cause infinite looping.

I1710073

Compilation parameters added to grant more granular customization abilities
to Comments sections throughout Order Stream.
Inactive/ On Hold ship tos will now load into the combo if they are set as the
ship to for the current estimate.
A red label stating the order is inactive/on hold will appear under the address
If the user switches to an active order, the inactive/on hold order will be
removed from the selection list.
Resolved an issue where the default Workflow would not be set after
pressing Add from an approved Sales Order.

I1701220

I1705313

I1709142

6.4.178

11/08/2017

I1711052
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Seradex.AppBox.exe

6.4.4

11/03/2017

I1709116

General improvements to Appbox connection logic.

I1709150

Opportunities can now be launched from search.

I1707047

The web address detection in search has been updated to more accurately
find valid web addresses.

I1508132

Modified to support calling the DynamicExcel class via an interface. This will
allow using any other class e.g. Seradex.Aspose if it implements the same
interface.

Seradex.ComComponents.dll

6.4.38

11/03/2017

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.39

11/03/2017

Seradex.Excel.dll

6.4.15

11/03/2017

Seradex.Exchange2013.CRMMailRetrievalAgent.dll

6.4.6

11/03/2017

I1610083

Modified to support the new ability of having multiple email addresses for a
contact.

Seradex.Exchange2016.CRMMailRetrievalAgent.dll

6.4.6

11/03/2017

I1610083

Modified to support the new ability of having multiple email addresses for a
contact.

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll

6.4.89

11/06/2017

I1709178

I1710123

Corrected issue voiding a write off/apply credit transaction that had at least
one invoice written off then voiding the subsequent void transaction then
voiding the result.
Corrected issue with a foreign currency customer deposit where the
exchange/gain or loss entry would be less than or equal to 2 cents

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.23

11/03/2017

I1710177

When there are no visible rows in a grid, the system will now skip row resize
analysis.

I1708182

Corrected spelling for date filter.

I1709150

Opportunities can now be launched from search.

Seradex.Search.dll

6.4.69

11/03/2017
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Seradex.Utilities.AvawareSystem.dll

6.4.2

11/03/2017

I1705013

New functionalities have been added to the Avaware Import system.

Seradex.Utilities.ImportAdapterInterface.dll

6.4.17

11/03/2017

I1710090

Minor UI correction

Seradex.Utilities.OrderImport.dll

6.4.16

11/03/2017

I1508132

Modified to support setting a custom SpecStatus and preventing running
autoconfig on new configured lines.

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeConfigurator.dll

6.4.1

11/03/2017

I1710012

The Theme Selector has been modified to filter out profile nodes and groups
that are disabled for the profile. It will also filter out the sxDashboard nodes
and group, as they are not relevant to Appbox. An issue where the Theme
Selector and Configurator could throw an error on Save has been resolved.

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeSelector.dll

6.4.1

11/03/2017

I1710012

The Theme Selector has been modified to filter out profile nodes and groups
that are disabled for the profile. It will also filter out the sxDashboard nodes
and group, as they are not relevant to Appbox. An issue where the Theme
Selector and Configurator could throw an error on Save has been resolved.

I1705013

New functionalities have been added to the Avaware Import system.

I1710035

When building combinations for the Batch Configurator, the system will now
correctly apply boolean product line properties across all server
configurations.

I1710070

Corrected issue whereby Manual cheques (non AR/AP) that were printed and
not reconciled and in an open fiscal period were still editable.

Seradex.Win.AvawareImport.dll

6.4.1

11/03/2017

Seradex.Win.Configurator.dll

6.4.3

11/03/2017

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.86

11/03/2017

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll
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6.4.12

10/19/2017

I1707108

Modified to use the new data model for Divisions and Facilities.

I1709150

Opportunities can now be launched from search.

11/03/2017

I1703117

The Transaction Type combo will now correctly display both "Receiving" and
"Credit Note" when the Transaction Class combo value of "RMA" is selected.

11/03/2017

I1709162

Added the Routing field to the detail spread.

I1707196

Altered document storage to show related documents for Shipping and
Invoice details
When generating multiple shipments from an external project, the newly
generated ShippingDetailID's will be gathered in a valid manner.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.60

11/03/2017

ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.64

Shipping.dll

6.4.121

I1710144

sxEDIBridge.dll

6.4.39

11/03/2017

I1508132
I1611142

Modified to support setting a custom SpecStatus and preventing running
autoconfig on new configured lines.
New functionality has been added to support custom manual configure batch
process.

sxMaintenance.dll

6.4.117

10/19/2017

I1710037
I1707108

6.4.118

11/03/2017

I1610083

6.4.119

11/08/2017

I1711043

Facility information can only be modified in the Facility Maintenance form if
Add is clicked or an existing facility is selected.
Added a Division combo to the Facilities maintenance form.
Now supports storing additional email addresses against a Contact. The
Email suggestion interface has change to ensure it is not confused with the
multiple email address functionality
The newly added buttons on Contact Maintenance have now been changed
to use 256 colour images instead of full colour ones. This is because older
Windows Operating systems cannot load those images in Contact
Maintenance which raised an error that blocked it from being opened.

sxMaintenanceControls.ocx

6.4.11

11/03/2017

I1702204

An application preference has been added to use the vendor price list to
calculate unit cost and discount when generating material requisition from
sales order, work order and MPR.

sxPhysical.dll
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6.4.33

11/06/2017

I1709139

Corrected the code (which was broken by recent versions of Windows) that
returned the cursor to the "Scan Tag No" field and selected its contents.

11/03/2017

I1709110

The sxSystem database setup form has been modified to prevent saving
multiple default Database codes, and to default to the text of 'sxRuntime' if
blank.
Note that the database code 'sxRuntime' behaves identically to a blank code.
They allow opening orderstream without specifying an argument in the .exe
shortcut.
The main profile editor form's 'Icons' label and text field have been removed.
This functionality has been moved to the Appbox Theme Selector form.
On the Edit Appbox Profile Nodes form, the 'Icon Path' label has been
changed to 'Icon', and a button has been added to the right of the text box to
open a dialog and select the icon image.
An issue where node names, group names, commands, and icon path
names could be too long and crash orderstream has been resolved.
This form has received general readability and useability improvements.

sxProfile.dll

6.4.19

I1710012

sxRuntime.mdb

6.4.43

10/19/2017

I1707108

Removed the DivisionFacilities profile node.

11/03/2017

I1706065

The tooling form will no longer display an error message when trying to load
a tool with no rack or bin information saved.

I1709162

Added the Routing field to the detail spread.

I1710104

Sales orders that are on hold will no longer appear for selection in the sales
order drop down.
Modified to adjust the function that generate the lot/serial numbers to take
into account the quantity already completed. Also made sure that the Work
Order serial combo on the Completion interface can store the same number
of serials loaded to the grid. Note that these changes are applicable only to
clients using the new work order lot/serial functionality.
Modified to ensure that the work order completion process for serial tracked
finished goods when the serial numbers are generated during completion
properly writes the quantity completed per serial in the work order completion
audit trail.
An adjustment has been made to work order completion ensuring that the
system is using the Inventory Items rounding unit when attempting to gather
line quantity already transferred.
Based on an application preference, the vendor price list can now be used to
determine the unit cost and discount when generating material requisition.

Tooling.dll

6.4.23

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.151

11/03/2017

I1701220

I1710163

I1710139

I1702204
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6.4.152

11/08/2017

I1701220

Modified to improve the speed of the query that loads the work order
completion in batch mode for clients using the new lot/serial functionality for
finished goods.
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